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UPON ARRIVAL: 

1. Registration is compulsory and identity documents must be provided for all persons and 
pets/dog.  ID documents will be kept securely at the Reception until check-out. Please be 
reminded that Public Safety regulations require every person who enters the camping village to 
register.  

2. You will be provided with an entry bracelet, which is your Camping pass which must be wore for 
the entire duration of your stay and which must be shown upon request to our staff. In the event 
of loss or damage, guests are required to purchase a replacement at the cost of € 5,00. It is strictly 
forbidden to exchange or share bracelets with other guests or visitors. If such event should occur, 
the group leader will be required to pay a penalty fee of € 100,00 and Management might 
proceed with resolution of the Camping Contract. 

3. We kindly ask you to check that registration details are correct and to notify the Reception Office 
of any changes. The reception Office must also be immedialtely notified in case of any new guest 

or visitors arrival or departure.    

4. The Management shall not allow the entrance or bookings of any person or group whose 
behaviour is considered to be unproper or unacceptable. Furthermore the Management reserves 
the right to remove any guest not following the Site regulations as provided within this 
document. 

5. Under-18s may not enter the Camping Village unless accompanied by a parent or guardian and 
they are not allowed to stay on a pitch or in a living unit alone, even if their parent or guardian is 
present on the campsite.  
 

UPON DEPARTURE 
6. Cottage Guests shall proceed with the check-out procedure and hand the cottage key to the 

Reception by 10:00 a.m.. Any departures later than 10 a.m. will incur a “Late Check out”  or an 
extra night fee which will be added to the final bill. 

7. Camping and Tent Guests shall proceed with the check-out procedure by 12:00 noon. Any 
departures later than 12 noon, will incur the cost of an extra night’s stay and this will be added to 
the final bill. 
 
PAYMENT CONDITIONS 
Annual Subscriptions 

8. Full payment of the annual fee must be made prior to check-in. The city tax is to be included ( 
based on current regulations ) and eventual fee of 50 euros for each animal. For seasonal 
campers, access to the Camping Village is allowed after paying the full amount including any 
extras (check current price list ). 

9. To benefit from the discounted annual fee, exclusively for Roulotte pitches, payment of the 
deposit must be made no later than 31/12 of the current year and the balance must be paid no 
later than 31/03 of the following year. 

10. Guests who do not intend to renew the annual subscription for the following season, must 
communicate within 30/10 of the current year. 

11.  In the event that the Contract is not renewed for the new season, the following point 14 will 
apply.  

12. Any group leader ( and equipment ) occupying  the pitch on the opening date of the new season, 
without prior communication, will be required to pay the daily rate of €5,00 starting from the 
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closing date of the preceeding season up to the date of the removal of equipment from the 
Camping Villag.  See point 14. 

13. The above deposit/balance payment terms are non-negotiable. In case of non-payment, Ginestre 
Village S.r.l. will be entitled to terminate the Contract (ex art. 1456 c.c.): without refunding any 
deposit. 

14. Ginestre Village S.r.l. will notify the Contract resolution through registered letter sent to the 
group leader address, allowing him/her 30 days to remove his/her equipment from the pitch. 
After the above date, Ginestre Village S.r.l will notify the Guest of the intention to dispose of any 
remaining equipment (ex art. 183 lett. A, Dlgs. N. 152/2006) and consequently the afore 
mentioned equipment will be considered as “special waste” and as per current legislation will be 
immediately sent to landfill. The cost of landfill waste disposal will be charged to the Guest. 

15. Seasonal Rent (check current price list) consist of 4 persons per unit. An additional 3 units are 
permitted up to a maximum 7 units. Each additional unit will be charged €200,00. Children below 
3 years of age are free of charge. From the age of 3, children are considered group members.  

16. Should the group consist of only one Guest, the annual fee is reduced to € 2.800,000.  
17. In case of non-notification of an additional group member, the Contract will terminate 

immediately (art. 1456 c.c. and the previous point 14 will occur. 
18. The assigned current pitch shall not be assumed as automatically granted for the following 

season. Ginestre Village S.r.l. reserves the right to change the pitch location from one season to 
the next, according to the company’s necessities. 
 
LIVING TOGETHER ON THE CAMP SITE 

19. Camper, Tent and Mobile Home Guests may host relatives and friends only on the condition that 
an email is sent to: info@parcodellagallinara.com or whatsapp number +393383629750 
providing the following information: full and surname, pitch/mobilhome number, visitors’ full 
name and surname and their expected date and time of arrival. 

20. Visitors will have to buy a daily pass at the cost stated on the current price list.  
21. Visitors may stay overnight with our Guests but will be charged the cost of the overnight stay at 

the rate stated on the current price list. 
22. Visitors shall leave the Camping Village before midnight. Shall they stay later than midnight, they 

will have to pay the night rate. 
23. The Check-out is by 12:00 noon. If not checked out by the stated time, the guest will incur the 

additional cost of Current price list.  
24. Guests are under the obligation to ensure that their visitors have completed the required 

registration. Guests will be held responsible for the behaviour or their visitors during the stay at 
the Camping Village. 

25. Individuals accessing and remaining in the Camping Village without the required authorization 
from the Management represents: 

 a violation of Public Safety Regulations; 
  violation of Art. 633 of the Italian Penal Code (trespassing). 

 
PETS 

26. It is compulsory to provide notification of any dogs on arrival at the Camping Village. All 
dogs must comply with health regulations and must provide up to date vaccination records. 
Other pets are only allowed at the discretion of the Management and according to the 
existing legislation. 

mailto:info@parcodellagallinara.com
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27. All animals must be kept in such a way as to ensure that other people or belongings are not 
disturbed, harmed or damaged, in any way. Owners will be held responsible for any 
damages caused by they pets, to people and belongings. 

28. Dogs must always be kept on a lead and the owner must always carry a muzzle.  
29. The pitch and all areas used by the dog must be kept clean, and owners must use the dog 

waste bags which must be thrown into the specific waste bins located along the main streets 
of the Camping Village. 

30. It is forbidden to clean and shower dogs in the WC services.  
31. Owners are invited to take their dogs to the designated dog fouling area and owners are 

required to remove all excrement immediately and place this in the aforementioned waste 
bins. 

32. Dogs are permitted access to the beach and to the sea but only the authorised areas. 
 
ACCOMODATIONS  
PITCHES 
 

33. Pitches are assigned at the time of reservation and cannot be changed without agreed 
authorization from the Management. Is permitted to register two cars and one motorbike. 
Additional cars may access the site at the rate stated on the current price list. The 
Management must be notified of sales of mobile homes or pitch tranfers through e-mail: 
amministrazione@parcodellagallinara.com. The management reserves the right to admit or 
refuse the new Client. 

34. Each pitch is clearly marked and numbered. The area occupied by the equipment must not 
exceed that of the pitch (100sqm) and trespassing is strictly forbidden. It is possible to have 
an extension of the pitch upon request and upon payment of euro 25,00/sqm.  Pitches shall 
not be occupied with equipment or facilities unauthorised by the Management. The 
authorization is communicated via email by the Management. 

35. Any maintenance work (Entrance Cabin, Kitchenette, Gazebo, flooring, Fencing) of the pitch 
and/or equipment which exceeds ordinary maintenance must be submitted by request to 
the Managent at amministrazione@parcodellagallinara.com who will then set out any  
specific instructions. If required. Ordinary maintaince work may be carried out during the 
months of April and May, seven days a week, from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm and from 4:00pm to 
7:00pm; from the 2nd Sunday of May to the 2nd Friday of June. Work is permitted from 
Monday to Friday, from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm and from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm. Any work outside 
the indicated period is prohibited. 

36. The use of poisoned baits is strictly forbidden. In the event of violation of this rule, the 
consequence will be the immediate termination of the contract. 

37. Waste consisting of metal, wood, plastic material, disused appliances or any type of special 
waste will be carried out by the Staff on specific days and time and the cost will be charged 
to the Client according to the special price list available at the Reception. Violation to this 
article will cause immediate termination of the contract as per art. 1456 c.c. as well as 
denunciation to the competent authority for uncontrolled waste disposal. 

38. Each pitch is permitted to have a light fence exclusively consisting of the following 
mediterranean plants: pistacia lentiscus, myrtus tarentina, philirea angustifolia, eleagnus 
ebb. Aurea. 

mailto:amministrazione@parcodellagallinara.com
mailto:amministrazione@parcodellagallinara.com
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39. For pitches with children under the age of 5 or in case of pets, Management may permit a 
green fence or a wooden fence not higher than 70cm. The fence shall be positioned 
internally to the hedge and all supporting poles must be free from sharp or rough edges. 

40. Roulottes may be used to support awnings which must be green and may be no larger than a  
maximum of 6msq and  with maximum height of 3,2m. A gazebo is allowed of 3m sq a 
maximum height of 20 cm higher than the surface on which they are fixed..   

41. It is only possible to place a regular removable kitchenette with 2m sq in size and with a 
height of maximum 2,50m. These must be built by the firm authorized by the Management. 

42. Pitches and equipment must always be kept tidy, clean and safe. 
43.  Regional Regulation number 18 (24 oct. 2008) permits the placement of entrance cabins. 

Such cabins must be characterized by specific styles and dimensions in keeping with the  
uniform appearance of the Camping Village. 

44. Any of the aforementioned structures must be removable and made of light material and 
shall not exceed the size of 18sqm with a maximum height of 20cm higher than the surface 
to which they are attached. 

45. Campers and roulottes with their towing vehicles must comply with the Italian road traffic 
regulations and insurance.  

46. During winter closing time authorized access to the Camping Village must be agreed prior to 
entry and is only permitted on foot. 

47.  The supply of electricity to each pitch is of 1,5 kw. Each client must use his/her specific 
pitch plug.  Use of any unauthorized power connectors or the misuse of plugs is considered a 
crime as per art. 624 (Italian Penal Code). Tampering with the electric columns is strictly 
forbidden.  The transgressor will be reported to the competent authorities and the contract 
will be terminated 

48.  Staff are authorized to remove and/or disconnect any cable and/or equipment which is in 
violation of the previous point. The same authorization is valid for non-standard electrical 
connections 

49. Anyone found damaging or mishandling charging columns will be charged the cost of repair 
or the substitution paid by the Camping Village. If any damage is done anonymously or the 
culprit cannot be identified, the cost will be shared among all column users. 

50. To avoid the unnecessary waste of power the following norms are required: 
a. Only led lamps are permitted and must be watertight, earthed and with cable no longer 

than 60 cm. Four lights may be placed on each pitch and one on the veranda. 
b. One refrigerator is permitted. Other electrical appliances are forbidden. 
c. All external lamps must be switched off when the pitch is unoccupied or when the guests 

are asleep at night. 
51. Any structures such as cement or drystone walls will be immediately removed at the 

owner’s expense. Any electrical, hydraulic or broadcasting system installed on or by 
trees is strictly forbidden and will be immediately removed at the owner’s expense. 

52. Each group will be responsible for equipping the pitch with fire extinguishers (exclusively 
FIRETEL ASSISTANCE S.r.L. , 6KG powder ABC- 34 A 233BC). These must be placed at the 
entrance.  Such equipment is available, on loan for use, from Reception which will arrange 
the six-monthly safety check. The cost of this service is €40,00 and must be paid with the 
deposit at time of booking.  

53. Failure ro provide thes safety measure will result in access to the Camping Village being 
revoked. 
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54. Watering of plants must be done through drop irrigation. 
55. It is forbidden to water roads. 
56. It is forbidden to connect the bibot to the sewerage system. 
57. In the kitchenet only one water intake and gas connection is permitted and the drainage 

must be connected directly  to the sewer line. 
58. The use of washing machines is strictly forbidden. 
59. Only one connection is permitted to the electric line. 
60. Separate waste collection is mandatory. 

 
 
YOUR OWN MOBIL HOME 

61. Utility costs are charged to the Owner who is then responsible to notifying Management by 
email at: amministrazione@parcodellagallinara.com or via whatsapp at 3383629750 
attaching a picture of the gas/power counter reading. These payments are due no later than 
September 30st of the current season. 

62. Watering must be done through drop irrigation. A second water supply point may be 
installed inside the wooden cabinet on the side of the mobile home. It is forbidden to water 
roads or common areas. 

63. Installation of any type of covering other than those permitted by the Management is 
forbidden. It is allowed to place bicycle racks and a BBQ (during winter /closing season, all 
objects must be placed on the veranda). 

64. Placement of plants nearby mobile homes must be agreed with the Management. Only 
Mediterranean plants are allowed. 

65. A wooden cabinet may be placed on the shortest side of the mobile home. Maintenance of 
verandas is requested in order to maintain the Camping Village standards. 

66. During winter /closing season, access to the Camping Village is not permitted by car. In 
Special circumstances, approval may be granted by the Management three days in advance.  

67. Each mobile home is permitted to register three cars and one motorbike. Additional cars 
may access the site at the rate stated on the current price list. 

 
CAMPING & CARAVANING 

68. Groups are defined as: 
 . Guests with a car and caravan 
 . Guests with a car and tent 
 . Guests with a camper van 

69. Each pitch is assigned by the Reception according to the equipment size and rate at the rate 
of the current price list. Depending on availability, the Camping Village Staff may provide 
different options, taking into account the following . 

70. It is not permitted to occupy a pitch which has a number prefixed with the letter “R” 
RESERVED. 

71. Each pitch is clearly marked and numbered. Guests and equipment must stay within the 
boundaries of the pitch, keeping a suitable distance from neighbouring pitches to ensure 
free passage, easy access to utilities and a clear escape route in case of an emergency. It is 
forbidden to fence off the pitch. 

72. It is only possible to have one group per pitch. 
73. Each group is permitted to have only one electricity socket. 

mailto:amministrazione@parcodellagallinara.com
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74. It is not permitted to place any chairs, tables, bikes, etc on the pitch. 
75. All changes of pitch must be authorised by the Management. 
76. The pitch must be kept clean and tidy. 
77. It is forbidden to leave naked flames unattended (candles, mosquito repellents, torches, 

etc.). 
78. To prevent any danger and according to the fire regulations, only electric or gas barbeques 

are permitted. The Camping Village has set up BBQ areas. After their use, customers will are 
required to leave the area clean and tidy. 

79. It is strictly forbidden to: 
 . pour boiling liquids or waste liquids on to the field; 
 
 . pour waste water down the small well present on each drinking water column; 
 
 . wash using the pitch drinking water outlet, wash dishes and laundry away from the  
 dedicated sinks or to use water inappropriately; 
 
 . flush chemical toilets of camper vans and caravans outside of the designated areas 
 provided in each toilet area. 
 

80. Washing machines and dishwashers are not allowed. 
81. It is forbidden to tie verandas, canopies or any other ropes around the plants. 
82. It is forbidden to dig in any way and for any reason. 
83. It is forbidden to enter the Camping Village with motorbikes. The motorbikes must be 

parked in their assigned space 
 
OUR COTTAGES 

84. Cottages are only available after 4:00 pm and must be vacated by 10:00 am on the day of 
departure. 

85. Small animals are only allowed depending on the availibility of suitable cottages. 
86. Installation of anything between the cottages (tents, canopies, fences) is prohibited. 
87. Cars must be parked in their assigned space. 
88. Bed linen and towels are provided for each cottage. Please be reminded that all bed linen, 

including the covers, may only be used inside the cottage. Bed linen will only be changed on 
request to Reception, at a cost of €6,00 per person. 

89. Extra cleaning services are availible on request from Reception at a cost of €30,00 or, for 
guests with pets, at the price of €70,00. 

90. As per environmental concerns, we kindly ask that you use the air-conditioning only when 
you are inside the cottage and that you keep doors and windows closed. On departure, the 
cottage must be left clean and tidy, free from any rubbish and all kitchenware is clean. 
Should this not be the case, a cleaning fee of €70,00 (€100,00 for guests with pets) will be 
charged along with any expenses for damages or missing items. 

 
THINK GREEN 

91. All Guests are required to sort their waste and to equip their pitch with the proper 
containers as per the current regulation, as follows: 
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ORGANIC WASTE 
Food leftover (fruit and vegetables, meat and fish, including tea and coffee grinds, fish bones, egg 
shells and shellfish shells and bones), biodegradable pet litter, toothpicks, serviettes, tissues. 
NO: non-biodegradable materials 
 
NON-RECYCLABLE DRY WASTE 
(Closed inside plastic bags): cutlery, plates, plastic and ceramic glasses, CDs, DVDs, dirty rags, 
rubber items, broken toys, cotton, cotton buds, nappies and panty-liners, greaseproof paper, 
saucers, pens and markers, cosmetics.  
NO: Recyclable materials, hazardous products, small electrical appliances, old furniture and 
furnishings, garden equipment  
GLASS, PLASTIC AND CANS 
Bottles and asks, food or drink cans and preserves, plastic and polystyrene containers, shopping 
bags, biscuit packets, plastic packaging for sweets and confectionery, yoghurt tubs, nylon.  
NO: plastic and rubber objects, ceramic and porcelain, light bulbs. Please remember to rinse 
plastic and glass containers before throwing them away. 
 
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND TETRA PAK 
Packaging cartons and packets, newspapers and magazines, tetrapak containers, pizza boxes 
without any food left overs, photocopying and printing paper. 
NO: carbon paper, greasy or dirty paper. 
 
OTHER WASTE: 
Dead batteries: there are specific containers provided  at Reception. Bulky waste: Reception 
must be notified of any small electrical appliances, old furniture, furnishing and garden 
equipment to be thrown away. Charcoal: to be thrown away with organic waste after making 
sure it has been correctly put out and is completely cold. Oil used for frying: there are speci c 
containers provided in the camping village’s toilet facilities. Expired pharmaceuticals: to be 
handed in to the nearest pharmacy.  
Any type of BULKY/SPECIAL waste not listed in the present section, refer to article 37 of the 
present regulation. 
 
WE’D LIKE TO DROW YOUR ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING  POINTS: 
- DO NOT POUR SUBSTANCES SUCH AS OIL OR PAINT DOWN THE DRAINS.  
- ALWAYS USE THE ASHTRAYS PROVIDED.  
- USE MATERIAL BAGS OR RECYCLED PLASTIC BAGS.  
 
SAVE ENERGY 
We request to turn off lights and disconnect any electrical equipment when it is not in use. Only 
use air-conditioning when necessary, remembering to close all doors and windows.  
 
REDUCING YOUR WATER CONSUMPTION 
We request to use drinking water responsibly. Even the smallest considerations like turning taps 
off while brushing teeth or shave make a significant contribution to saving water. Always turn off 
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the pitch’s water outlet after use. Should you notice any water leaks, please immediately notify a 
supervisor who will ensure the damage is repaired as soon as possible.  
 
PROTECT THE GREEN AREAS AND RESPECT THE LOCAL AREA 
We invite our guests to respect all the trees, plants and flowers and to report wounded animals 
or birds or chicks which may have fallen down from their nests. Please don’t try to move or touch 
any injured wildlife.   
 
DRIVING WITHIN THE CAMPING VILLAGE 

92. It is forbidden to use your car or motorbike for transport within the Camping Village. 
93. The use of cars inside the Camping Village is only permitted for the delivery of heavy 

equipment to the pitch (Safety regulations impose a maximum speed limit of 10 Km/h.) 
during the following times: from 10:00am to 11:00am and from 5:00pm to 6:00pm. 

94. Cyclists are requested to respect the speed limits and turn on their lights during the hours of 
darkness. Bicycles must be parked in the dedicated spaces.  

95. Driving including bicycles, is forbidden in the theater area during shows or entertainment 
events. 

96. Use of electric bicycles is forbidden.  
97. Only non electric bicycles are permitted (waveboard, skateboard, roller) and children under 

12 years of age are permitted to use them only under strict supervision of a responsible 
adult, parent or guardian. 

98. Disable guests who are in possession of the legal card are granted a parking place next to 
their pitch. This will be identified and numbered. In addition, this vehicle may only be driven 
by the disable guest or if this guest is a passenger in the vehicle. 

99. In case of violation of the aforementioned points, Management is within its right to remove 
the offender from the Camping Village. 

100. Olny two cars and one motorcycle are  is requested for additional vehicle, over and above 
the permitted two cars and one motorcycle, daily rates will apply as per current price list. It 
is allowed to park only 2 cars and 1 motorcycle for each group. Beyond the preceeding 
number of vehicles, daily rates apply as per current price list 

 
SIESTA TIMES 
101. To ensure everyone has a pleasant holiday, guests are requested to maintain the utmost 

silence from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm and from 12:00 pm to 7:00 am. During these times, it is 
forbidden to enter and/or exit the camping village with motor vehicles, to make any noise,  to 
assemble and disassemble tents and verandas . Guests are required to keep a minimum 
volume of radios, televisions and electronic devices during the day. 

102. To grant the peaceful mood of the park, we invite campers to avoid activities and games. 
103. It is forbidden to make noises, screams and noisy games. 

104. The management will expel customers who disturb the tranquility of other guests, or who 
do not comply with the rules written above. 

                 
 

 
PLAY AREAS 

105. The use of play areas is only permitted for children under constant supervision of a parent 
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or guardian. 
106. Ball games are not permitted inside the Camping Village. 

107. Timing and rates for booking sports fields is available at the Reception. 
 

SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT 
SWIMMING, TENNIS AND ARCHERY classes are available in high-season and Guests will find all 

the relevant information at the Reception. 
 

The ENTERTAINMENT TEAM IS ON CAMPSITE IN HIGH SEASON. 
The entertainment & activities schedule is available at the Reception from the beginning high 

season. 
*INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION at THE ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE FROM 09:30am TO 12:00pm and  

FROM 03:30pm TO 05:30pm. SOME ACTIVITIES WILL START IN HIGH SEASON. 

 

A DIP IN THE POOL 
108. Only guests staying in the Camping Village have access to the swimming pool, upon 

purchase of the ticket at the reception. 
109. Entry is free of charge for Guests staying at the Village Cottages only. 

110. Children under the age of 14 must be accompanied by a responsible adult. 
111. Before entering the pool, please always remember to shower, wash your feet and to wear 

a swimming cap. 
112. Swimming costumes must be worn in the pool. 

113. Large Parasols, chairs, deckchairs and inflatables are not allowed in the pool. 
114. It is forbidden to dive, run and push other people in the pool or the pool area. 

115. Dogs and other animals are not allowed to enter in the pool or the pool area. 
116. Glasses, glass bottles and food are prohibited in the pool or in the pool area. 

117. Please remember to always use the ashtrays and to dispose of any rubbish in the bins 
provided. 

 
WARNING 

118. The Management shall not be held liable for accidents or damages to people  or 
belongings inside the pool that have been caused by careless behaviour.   

119. Anyone who behaves in an improper and/or immoral way will be removed from the pool. 
120. Deckchairs and umbrella are available at a charge.   

121. The pool is open between the hours of: 10:00 am to 7:00 pm. (subject to new regulation)  
122. Entrance rates are available at the Reception. 

 
SAFETY & FIRE PREVENTION 

 
The majority of fire that occur in outdoor tourist complexes are caused by Guests’ equipment. For 

your safety and for the safety of others, we strongly request that you pay the utmost attention at 
all times and strictly follow our recommendations. Our staff know how to deal with emergency 

situations. Our systems and equipment comply with safety regulations. 
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Gas containers and appliances represent the greatest risk factor, as they are both a source 

of fire and a highly explosive material. Therefore campers are required to follow these 
behaviors:  

 
123. Guests are permitted to keep gas bottles on the pitch with a maximum of 20 kg in total. 

124. Keep gas cylinders in the shade, ensuring that they are visible. 
125. It is forbidden to use chains, padlocks or locks that could hinder their removal if 

necessary.   
126. Ensure the cylinder is correctly connected to the system and that the connections and 

hoses comply with applicable regulations. 
127. Never leave electric equipment switched on in your absence. Ovens and hobs, ventilators 

and heaters are particularly dangerous and high risk. 
128. Do not plug more than one electric appliance into a single socket. Do not use multiple 

plugs.   
129. Do not light fires (with the exception of those produced by cooking equipments) inside 

living units.   
130. Only the use of elettric or gas BBQ is permitted inside the pitches. 

131. It is forbidden to leave naked flames unattended (candles, mosquito repellents, torches, 
etc.).   

 
The management authorises staff to put out any fires left unattended. Please take care when 

using flammable materials.  
 

IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY  
 Stay calm.   

 Immediately stop what you’re doing.  
 Remove all plugs from the power supply.  

 If the fire is small and you feel able to do so, try to put it out using an extinguisher.   
 Do not use water if the fire involves electrical systems. 

 Never put your own safety at risk. 
 Never enter an area full of smoke.   

 Never allow the flames to come between you and the exit.   
 Proceed immediately to the meeting point marked on the map. 

 DO NOT PUSH, DO NOT SHOUT, DO NOT RUN. 
 

FIRST AID 
132. The Camping Village provides a First Aid service by ambulance. You can see the timetables 

at the reception 
 

WARNING: 
133. Infectious diseases or suspected infectious diseases must be immediately  reported to the 

campsite Management. 
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SUPERVISORS (STAFF) 
Supervisors must ensure that Guests correctly follow the Rules. Supervisors can also be 

contacted for any emergency or notification and are on hand to provide information.  
 

RESPONSIBILITY 
The very nature of the Camping Village and the characteristics of its surroundings indicate 

that the area is naturally fragmented. Should anything happen as a result of this 
circumstance, the Management declines all responsibility.  

 
134. Although continuous surveillance is guaranteed in the camping village, the  Management 

shall not be held liable for any thef or loss removal of valuables which weren’t expressly placed in 
a safety deposit box.   

135. The Management shall not be held liable for damages caused by other Guests, acts  of 
vandalism, weather events and natural disasters, trees, branches or falling pine cones, fire 

insects, epidemics or diseases, including plant diseases.   
136. As guaranteed by Regulation (EU) 2016/679, we hereby inform you that personal data 

will be processed lawfully and correctly, as per the EU GDPR requirements, fully protecting the 
rights of Guests and, in particular, their privacy. This data privacy policy is available from 

Reception. 
137. The Management of the Camping Village has the right to remove anyone who does not 

comply with the regulations provided. Removed or reprimanded guests will not be allowed to re-
enter the Camping Village unless they have new and specific authorisation to do so from the 

Management.   
138. CONTRACT TERMINATION 

Ginestre Village S.r.l. has the right to terminate the contract, as per art. 1456 of the Italian Civil 
Code at any time, in the following circumstances: 

Art: 2,13,28,29,30,31,33,34,35,36,37,47,52,53,54,79,123,125,126,127,128,129,130,131. 
In case of the non-payment of the depotit or balance within the stated terms as in art. 2 of the 

present contract. In this likelihood, the Ginestre Village S.r.l. will proceed with the judicial 
recovery of debts. 

139. In any dispute within the present Contract, the competent court is to be found in Rome, 
excluding any other Courts. 

140. JOYNT LIABILITY  
All individuals over the age of 18 belonging to a Group are joyntly liable with the Group Leader 

for the payment of the Camping Village Fee and/or any further penalty in accordance with the 
present Contract and/or any further compensation for damages. 

 
 

 
Anzio, 

Client’s signature 
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________________________________________________________________ 
Pursuant to and for the purposes of art. 1341 and 1342 of the Italian Civil Code, after having 

taken careful knowledge and vision, expressly approves and accepts the following clauses:  

2,6,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,17,33,34,35,37,45,48,49,51,52,53,99,104,118,119,134,135,137,138,139,140. 

 
Anzio, 

Client’s signature 
_________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
 

 
Offices 
The reception is at your complete disposal for all your requests and information everyday  
from 07:30 am to midnight.  
During the night time someone will be always available  
During the winter period the following time are observed :  
Monday to Friday from 08:00 am to 05:00 pm 
 
Alternatively you can contact us at the following addresses :  
 
For booking: reservation@parcodellagallinara.com  
For information: info@parcodellagallinara.com 
For Payments: amministrazione@parcodellagallinara.com  
 
 
Sales Office  
Our Sales Office will be at your complete disposal for information and Mobile Home Sales by mail 
at vendite@parcodellagallinara.com  
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